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We Dare Say LOVE



Part Three of the 
Revolution Remix Film 

Too Long 

We’re Black before we’re seen
Weight of the world, I’m on my knees 
Thrown in the dirt, but we were seeds 

We’ve been fighting too long...



Chris Chatmon, 
CEO Kingmakers of Oakland

Chris Chatmon is CEO and Co-Founder of Kingmakers of Oakland (KOO) an 
award winning nonprofit that supports school districts around the country 
to improve the educational and life outcomes of Black Boys. 
 
Chatmon served as the founding Executive Director, African American Male 
Achievement (“AAMA”), Oakland Unified School District (“OUSD”).  
Chatmon also served as the first Deputy Chief of Equity and Sr. Advisor of 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in OUSD, Oakland, CA. 
 
In 2020 Chatmon was awarded Oscar Wright Lifetime Achievement Award 
from OUSD and Oakland, CA Mayor Libby Schaaf honored Chatmon with 
The City of Oakland Mayor’s Proclamation July 1st “Chris Chatmon Day”. 
 
Education Week Magazine named Chatmon as a “Leader to Learn From” and 
Campaign for Black Male Achievement selected him as a “Social Innovation 
Accelerator” because of his commitment to improving life outcomes for all 
youth and especially African American males. 



Who We Are
Kingmakers of Oakland is a social 

enterprise born out of Oakland Unified 
Schools District’s Office of African 

American Male Achievement (AAMA). 

Kingmakers is committed to 
transforming education systems and 

building the capacity of people to 
design and implement conditions and 

culture to improve educational and life 
outcomes for Black students.

@kingmakersofoakland



We fundamentally 
believe that all 
Black boys are 

brilliant, beautiful, 
and possess 

innate greatness.



The Seattle Contingent 2016



To any citizen of this country who 
figures himself as responsible – and 

particularly those of you who deal 
with the minds and hearts of young 

people – must be prepared to       

“go for broke.”  

...You must understand that in the 
attempt to correct so many 

generations of bad faith and cruelty, 
when it is operating not only in the 
classroom but in society, you will 

meet the most fantastic, the most 
brutal, and the most determined 

resistance.  

James Baldwin
“A Talk to Teachers,” 1963



____

Our educational system 
was not created to 
educate all children 
equally and to high 
standards and therefore 
results in “inequity by 
design” 

8

OUR CORE ASSUMPTIONS

____

The policies, practices, 
and cultural 
representations – or ways 
of knowing and 
communicating what is 
“normal,” “right,” and 
“valued”-  in schools 
advantages some groups 
of students and 
disadvantage others



“We can, whenever and wherever we choose, 

successfully teach all children whose schooling is 
of interest to us. We already know more than we 

need to do this. Whether we do it or not must 
finally depend on how we feel about the fact that  

we have not done it so far.”

Ron Edmonds
Harvard Professor and Father of 
the Effective Schools Movement







Design Principles

We Believe
● Root in Unconditional LOVE 
● Historical Context Matters
● Radical Inclusion 
● Process is the Product

Which Requires us to...
● Design at the Margins
● Start with Yourself
● Cede Power
● Make the invisible VISIBLE
● Create a Conspiracy of Care 
● Speak the Future; Design the 

Future

 



WHY LOVE? 
“Society and schools have made love a 
foreign thing for Black males. It has 
become difficult to comprehend a 
sincere relationship between schools 
and black male students that is 
predicated on love. The American 
school is too often a place where Black 
students come to know that they are 
despised, feared, and deemed to be of 
little human value in the world. Those 
who care deeply for Black children 
recognize that insisting on love anyhow 
is of the first order.” 
--Nasir, Givens, & Chatmon, 2019

“We dismiss the study of love to our 
collective peril.” --Kirkland, 2019



TEACHING AS LOVE

Politicized Care Elements:

Political Clarity

Communal Bonds

Potential Affirming

Developmentally 

Appropriate

Na’ilah Nasir, Maxine McKinney de Royston, 
Sepehr Vakil, Kihana Ross, and Jarvis Givens



OUSD AAMA video



Empowerment 
cannot happen if 
we refuse to be 
vulnerable while 
encouraging 
students to take 
risks.

bell hooks



▪ Teaching for humanization 
& love

▪ Non-punitive discipline 
practices

▪ Reframing stereotypes 
about black males

▪ Building of community; 
multi-layered relationships

▪ Alternative teacher pipeline 
and training

Humanizing Black Male 
Classroom Experience



▪ Respect for cultural 
background & history; 
understanding of 
challenges in community

▪ Asset-based, not 
deficit-based mindset; 
ability to support resilience 
for students and families

▪ Desire to be a positive 
force for change

▪ Stance of being a lifelong 
learner

Developing Kingmakers

“If the candidate does not see the need to love 
each of our kings as if he were his own child, this 

is not the organization for him.”



Amin Robinson Victor Johnson Kahlil Chatmon Anthony Johnson

Putting Love at the Center

“I do this because I can, I do this for my people, I do it for those that did it for me, I do this to 
create men, I do it because we don't see enough Black educators, I do this because I care 
about young Black folks, I do this for every reason America doesn’t want me to.”

“There was one brother for example that was having a tough time. I said uh, you know, he 
needs some extra love so let’s give him a group hug. Of course he ran. And we all caught 
him. But afterwards, aaww, he was lit up. Like you could just see he was like [makes a huge 
smile], it just made his day. So, why do I go back to love? Because love works.”



AAMA | A Ten Year Initiative

PROMISING RESULTS



AAMA INITIATIVE RESULTS (2010 baseline)

Suspensions 
2010-2020

-62%

Incarcerations

40%

2x More African American Male Teachers

100% of OUSD schools required to set goals/outcomes for AA males

Student 
Outcomes

Equipped 
Teachers

Relevant
Curriculum

3rd-12th grade  curriculum with black/brown 
narrative leads to more engaged and inspired students

92% retention rate for AA Male Teachers in Manhood 

Development Program – highest in district

Cohort Grads 
2010-2019

Cohort Dropouts 
2010-2019

-29 
ppt

+25 
ppt

2010:  38%
2019:    9%

2010:  45%
2019:  70%

2012:   20.1%
2020:     7.7%





Please describe being a young 
Black male in America… 

Scared
Underestimated, 

Underappreciated
Alone

Dangerous
Humbling
Targeted

Hard
Feared 

Not respected - Underestimated, 
A Statistic
Ignorant

Horrible – Bad – Sad  
Hard, poverty, poor
Hard, Unfair, Scary
Hard, Stereotypical

Hard, discrimination, dangerous
Discriminated against, unfair

Treated differently
Mistreated

Lonely, Broke, Oppressed



Identity Development: 

How Do I See Myself…

• I am a Diamond in the 
Rough.

• I am a Miracle in Disguise.
• I am the Essence of Time.
• I am Unstoppable.
• I am the Victorious One.
• I am the Blood that Pumps 

your Main Artery.
• I am that Breath of Fresh Air.
• I am the Bullet in the 

Chamber.
• I am the Chosen One.
• I am the American Dream.
• I am a King!
                          



Taking it 
Forward

• Stay in the struggle & take 
responsibility for what matters 
to you

• Support others to reflect and 
connect to what matters to 
them 

• Work to build trust and 
alliances across difference: 
start with listening

• Trust yourself |Communicate 
your confidence



Taking it 
Forward



Remember to imagine 
and craft the worlds 

you cannot live 
without, 

just as you dismantle 
the ones you cannot 

live within.

Ruha Benjamin
Sociologist, Author,  Professor

Princeton University

“



THANK YOU

@kingmakersofoakland

@Kingmakers

Chris Chatmon
kingmakersofoakland.org



Fight for the things you 
care about, but do it in a 

way that will lead 
others to join you. 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Supreme Court Justice 

Gender & Civil Rights Advocate

“



I for one believe that if 
you give people a 

thorough understanding 
of what confronts them 

and the basic causes that 
produce it, they’ll create 
their own program, and 

when the people create a 
program, you get action.

Malcolm X
Muslim Minister, Black Power & 

Human Rights Activists
1925-1965


